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Topic: Can for Ability  

Assessment 

1. Can/can’t definitions game 

One student makes can/ can’t statements about an object, animal, real person, etc like “I can break it with 

my hands” and “It can float” until someone works out what they are talking about. The goal is to improve 

their new vocabulary. 

2.Spin the bottle and  

Sit students in a circle with a bottle in the middle. Teacher Spins the bottle. When it stops spinning the 

student it is pointing to has to answer a question. The question is talking about can ability,take out two 

more flashcards for the actions "fly" and "ride a bike" and then the student should make a sentences using 

that action verb,If the answer is correct then that student can spin the bottle. This activity can help the 

students remember about the structures. 

3. Can/can’t Top Trumps 

Top Trumps is a card game similar to Pokemon in that cards "battle" each other and the winner gets to 

take the other child's card. Official packs are available for a variety of topics, including dinosaurs, 

skyscrapers, and Lord of the Rings. This language point can be used to say many of the things on the 

cards, such as "it can run at 120 kph" and "it can shoot 200 rounds without reloading." The goal is to 

improve thinking speed and recall of new vocabulary. 

4. Do “Action Words Crossword”-Worksheet 

The teacher gives the students a printed worksheet about the word action of the crossword puzzle and the 

students have to look at the statement and complete the crossword puzzle, after that the students have to 

realize the form of the verb action by demonstrating the correct answer in front of the class. This activity 

also aims to remember the material before and make children think critically. 

5. Do "What can you do?(being detective)" Worksheet as homework 

The teacher gives a printed worksheet to students about "What can you do? (becoming a detective)" 

students have to arrange scrambled words into correct sentences and then there is a question table and 

students act as detectives and should asking "can for ability" to the family. For example asking dad "can 

you swim?" and dad says "i can swim" and mom says "i can't swim" keep going with different questions 

and record the results in a table. This activity also aims to remember material about structure and action 

verbs and improve their speaking skills. 

https://www.eslkidstuff.com/lesson-plans/can-for-ability.html#flashcards

